Characterization of the sensitivity of a TCB laplacian sensor for surface EEnG recordings.
The improvement of the quality of electroenterogram (EEnG) recordings on abdominal surface could lead to a non-invasive technique to diagnose intestinal motility dysfunctions. In this context, the use of coaxial active electrodes, which permit to record the laplacian potential, can help to achieve such signal enhancement. In this paper, we present a methodology to obtain the maps of sensitivity of this kind of electrodes to pick up the activity of electric dipoles of different orientations. The proposed methodology employs mathematical models, as well as experimental studies (phantoms) to check the theoretical results. The mathematical model of the electrode, and of the human abdomen is developed by means of ANSYS. A simplified physical model is formed by real ring electrodes, a methacrylate tank of size 50 x 50 x 50 cm filled with a saltwater mixture of 2.5 g/l concentration, and moving electric dipoles made by wires of 0.3 mm in diameter. Sensitivity of the sensor is obtained for different depths and different axial distances of vertical and horizontal dipoles. Preliminary results of tripolar ring electrodes in bipolar configuration (TCB) are shown. The obtained results prove the agreement between mathematical and experimental results. The validated model will allow us to study the behavior of laplacian ring electrodes of different dimensions and materials to record the EEnG activity and to analyze the influence of the abdominal layers.